
OPERAS study: How to register
your Mini-teams on REDCap

LOGGING ON AND GETTING STARTED

Step 1: Login to REDCap at https://redcap.hmri.org.au using the login that has
been generated for you.

Step 2: Select the project “OPERAS Mini-Team Registration”.

https://redcap.hmri.org.au


Step 3: Select “Add / Edit Records” on the sidebar of the “Project Home” page.

Step 4: Select “+ Add new record” to create a new record for the hospital/
institution you would like to register.

* Make a note of your record ID number. This may make things easier if you or
another hospital lead from your site need to come back and edit the forms.



MINITEAM CENTRE DATA

Step 1: Click on the bubble next to “Operas Miniteam Centre Data” to add
details for the hospital/institution.

Step 2: Enter hospital/institution details and evidence of ethics approvals if
obtained.

* Evidence of ethics approval can be uploaded at a later time if not yet available. If
this is the case, set the Form Status as “Incomplete”.



Step 3: Set the form status to “Complete”. Click “Save and Exit Form” or
“Save & Go To Next Form” and proceed to specialty-specific forms.



SPECIALTY SPECIFIC REGISTRATION

You will now move onto the specialty specific forms. There is one form for each of
the 4 specialties which are included in OPERAS.

Your hospital/institution may be collecting data for any combination of these 4
specialties.

These forms will be used to add collaborator details for each specialty and the data
collection periods they are participating in.

a) If your hospital/institution is NOT collecting data for this specialty then
select “No” for the first question.

You will not be required to provide any further information for that specialty.
Set the Form Status as “Complete” and then “Save & Exit Form” or “Save &
Go To Next Form”.



b) If your hospital/institution IS collecting data for this specialty then select
“Yes” for the first question.

Step 1: Enter the details of the hospital lead and supervising consultant
for this specialty.

Step 2: Select the periods during which data will be collected for this
specialty. Your site may collect data for as many or as few periods as
desired.



Step 3: Select the number of data collectors which will be on the mini for
this specialty during each data collection period selected.

* If a data collector is contributing to more than 1 specialty or data collection
period, do not count them or enter their details multiple times. Only include
them in the earliest period that they will be involved in.

Step 4: Enter the details of each collaborator for the relevant data
collection period. Make sure that each collaborator is only entered ONE
time across all 4 forms.



Step 5: Complete the final questions about opioid guidelines at your
hospital for this specialty. If you are unsure, please leave these
questions BLANK.

Step 6: Set the form status to “Complete”. Click “Save and Exit Form” or
“Save & Go To Next Form” and proceed to the other specialty-specific
forms.



EDITING EXISTING RECORDS

If you would like to edit an existing record for your hospital/institution, select
“Add / Edit Records” from the sidebar.

Then either:

(1) “Select record” → Record ID number.

(2) “Search query” → Your email, your hospital name, or another
identifier you have previously submitted.



FAQ

1. How do I get access to the Miniteam registration project?

Confirmed Hospital Leads (Local Leads) will receive an email invitation to create an
account within the HMRI REDCap which will have access to the OPERAS Miniteam
Registration Project.

2. What do I do if there is more than one Hospital Lead at my centre?

If a centre has multiple Hospital Leads (e.g. different leads for different specialties),
these individuals will be responsible for coordinating amongst themselves to ensure
that the OPERAS Miniteam Registration Project is only completed once for their
centre. Each lead can complete their own specialty specific form and mini-team
details for their specialty, however they must ensure that they are all working on the
same project form as the other leads (check that there is only one Record ID
Number being used by all leads at the site).

3. What do the coloured bubbles next to each form mean?

These bubbles represent the status of your form, which you can mark at the end of
every form. Red = Incomplete, Yellow = Unverified, Green = Complete. Once all of
your forms have been completed, and you have marked them as such, all of the
bubbles should be green.

4. How do collaborators get access to the data collection project?

Once centres have provided evidence of ethics approval/site specific approval
(SSA), data collectors will be generated REDCap accounts with access to the
OPERAS data collection project. Data collectors will receive an email invitation to
finalise their account within the HMRI REDCap.

5. I don’t have site specific approval yet, can I still register my hospital site
miniteam?

Yes, you may start the process of completing a record for your hospital within the
HMRI REDCap. However, your registration will not be finalised until appropriate
ethics approvals have been uploaded. Make sure to mark your form status as
“Incomplete” until you have uploaded your SSA.

6. I haven’t been able to recruit data collectors for all specialties/periods. Is
that okay?

Yes, centres are only required to collect data for at least one specialty, and at least
one period. However, we strongly encourage you to promote OPERAS to your
colleagues and encourage others at your site to get involved.



7. I have data collectors who will be involved in multiple mini-teams for
different specialties or during multiple data collection periods. Do I
register their details for every specialty/period they are participating in?

No, each data collector should only have their information provided one time across
all 4 specialty forms. This will ensure that they do not have multiple REDCap
accounts created for them. If a data collector is going to be involved in multiple
specialties/periods, register their details for the earliest data collection period that
they will be involved with. Once their REDCap account is created, the data collector
can then collect data for any specialties/periods from that point onwards (as
organised by the hospital lead).

8. I am having issues with REDCap. Who do I contact for help?

There are several REDCap user guides available online which may assist you (such
as: https://www.unmc.edu/vcr/_documents/unmc_redcap_usage.pdf). Alternatively,
please don't hesitate to get in touch with us if you have any inquiries at:
operas.tasman@gmail.com.

https://www.unmc.edu/vcr/_documents/unmc_redcap_usage.pdf
mailto:operas.tasman@gmail.com

